Tekna® is an evolution in saddlery
Taking the standard and raising the bar.
While giving a respectful nod to centuries of tradition, the Tekna® range of synthetic saddlery challenges
conventions and takes saddlery forward, combining craftsmanship with the advancements of modern technology
that go beyond skin deep.
The light-weight synthetic tree at the core of a Tekna® saddle has always been adjustable to provide an individual
custom fit. Now Tekna® exceeds expectations and gives the option to change the gullet and fit of your saddle
yourself with many different gullet plates available for each style of saddle. The Quik-Change® gullet system
features in all new S Series Tekna® saddles, making the change of a gullet plate simple.
The concept isn’t new but the execution is. It’s Tekna logical.

Unique Tekna® features
Quik-Clean® Materials: with the convenience of wipe-clean maintenance while allowing
durability and air-flow, these water resistant materials make Tekna® saddles ideal for training
and competition in all conditions.
Quik-Change® Gullet Plate System: Tekna® S4, S6, S8, Club and NOW LeTek saddles
are each equipped with the Quik-Change gullet plate system. In just moments you can
change the gullet width by interchanging any of up to six available gullet plates.
Quik-Form® Gullet System: Tekna® A4, A6, A8 and Pony saddles are built on Quik-Form®
saddle trees, allowing the saddle width to be individually tailored. With the Tekna® gullet
adjuster, saddles can be widened or narrowed. It is as easy as taking the saddle to an
authorised Tekna® dealer for adjustment.

Tekna® Saddles
The exclusively designed Panel System is a
pocket composed of a layer of latex, felt and wool
flock. This allows a comfortable and even contact
with the horse’s back. This also allows for the
panels to be repacked and individually shaped.

There is a Tekna® saddle for every style of rider, from jumping to dressage, from pupil to professional. Tekna®
saddles are the ultimate hybrid of style, value and performance and are supported by a five year tree warranty.
The Tekna® range is complemented by an extensive catalogue of bridles, reins, girths, stirrup straps, horse
boots and accessories, all manufactured to the same exacting Tekna® standard.
So, if you’re in the market for quality synthetic saddlery, choose Tekna®... It’s Tekna® logical!
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Hi-tech, low maintenance, leather-look materials . . . .

It’s Tekna® logical!

